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Where-What Network 5: Dealing with Scales for Objects
in Complex Backgrounds
Xiaoying Song, Wenqiang Zhang and Juyang Weng
Abstract— The biologically-inspired developmental WhereWhat Networks (WWN) are general purpose visuomotor networks for detecting and recognizing objects from complex
backgrounds, modeling the dorsal and ventral streams of the
biological visual cortex. The networks are designed for the
attention and recognition problem. The architecture in previous
versions were meant for a single scale of foreground. This paper
focuses on Where-What Network-5 (WWN-5), the extension for
multiple scales. WWN-5 can learn three concepts of an object:
type, location and scale.
Index Terms - object recognition, scale invariance, attention,
recognition, neural networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
INCE the experimental work of Ungerleider and Mishkin
in 1982 [14], much has been known about the Ventral
and Dorsal streams. The results were interpreted that the
ventral stream is sensitive to visual object recognition; and
the dorsal stream is sensitive to spatial location and limb
manipulation. Weng 2010 [15] computationally attribute the
causality of such representation to the roles of the muscles
that each stream connects with.
Based on the prior studies of where and what pathways,
Rybak proposed a model for attention-guided visual perception and recognition [12]. Their model is symbolic (e.g.
modeling symbolic edges), not neuromorphic in the sense
that the most basic computing elements are not neurons.
Therefore, their system is not meant to develop features
beyond those modeled. Itti et al. 1998 [6] proposed a
bottom-up attention selection mechanism based on saliency. A few researchers have proposed neuromorphic models
for location-based attention selection using multiplexer-like
shift-circuits. They include Anderson and Van Essen 1987
[1], Olshausen, Anderson and Van Essen 1993 [11], and
Tsotsos 1995 [13]. Deco & Rolls 2004 [2] experimented
with a neuromorphic model where top-down connections
controlled part of attention during operation, but were not
enabled during learning.
Where-What Networks (WWN) [7], [10], [9] were a series
of neuromorphic models for attention and recognition in
complex backgrounds. Compared with the above works, the
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top three architecture differences of the WWN series are
[15]: (1) It does not require a view-normalized internal
master map initially proposed by Treisman. The supervision
required by such a hypothetical map raises problems that do
not yet have a general-prupose solution. (2) General-purpose
concept-learning and concept-based top-down attention. Any
practical concept can be learned at a motor area (e.g., location
motor LM and type motor TM) through interactions with
the external environment. Such a learned concept, when it
emerges, serves internally as goals. (3) Such concepts are
emergent, not handcrafted as with the Bayesian methods.
WWN-1 [7] realized two capabilities for single foregrounds over natural backgrounds: type recognition given a
location goal and location ﬁnding given a type goal. WWN2, using a more complex laminar architecture, allowed freeviewing — neither goal is available. WWN-3 [9] deals
with multiple objects in natural backgrounds. WWN-4 [10]
showed advantages of direct inputs from the sensory and
motor sources.
In the work of Olshausen et al. 1993 [11] and Tsotsos
1995 [13], the location and scale of the object of interest are
supposed to be known or computed by a separate mechanism,
not by the same network. In WWN-2, WWN-3 and WWN-4,
location and type are all computed by the same network, if
none is given.
This paper focuses on the issue of object scales: the
object of interest can be of different scales in an unknown
background. This issue has not been sufﬁciently addressed
by WWN-1 to WWN-4, or by other models that have to
deal with different types of objects (e.g. other than face) at
different locations. If a particular type of object is given,
e.g. human face, some systems use coarse-to-ﬁne exhaustive
search over the entire image. Cresceptron 1997 [16] use
coarse-to-ﬁne search over the entire image for all objects
learned. Such a coarse-to-ﬁne search seems not most effective and efﬁcient since different objects cannot share the same
low-level features. In this work, we do not address the issue
of feature sharing, which is a future research topic. Instead,
we consider each object type emerges with different appearances of different scales at different location. Each area is
responsible for a small range of object scale. A sufﬁcient
number of neurons is available in multiple internal areas,
so that object appearances of different scales at different
image location are well sampled by these neurons, but these
neurons almost do not learn any background texture to keep
a relatively high efﬁciency. During learning, a hypothetical
area called pulvinar, supplies the required attention in terms
of location and scale, but not the type. In this way, neurons
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for locations sufﬁciently away from the attended location and
for unattended scales are suppressed, being prevented from
ﬁring and updating.
To allow the system to learn potentially a wide variety
of objects, we do not hand craft any ﬁxed feature types
(e.g. edges) into the system. The features in the proposed
WWN-5 are all automatically developed based on the theory
of Lobe Component Analysis (LCA) [17] which is the best
representation of the high-dimensioned neuronal input, in the
sense of space (least-mean error in reconstruction) and time
(least-distance to ward the best representation at any time
from a ﬁnite number of samples).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces some background knowledge, including the theory
of the Where-What Network and the associated receptive
ﬁelds. Section III describes the network architecture. Section
IV discusses the network computation. Experiments and results are provided in Section V. Finally, Section VI provides
concluding remarks.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Biological perspectives
Studies in neuroscience have found two pathways in the
primate vision system, the ventral (“what”) pathway and the
dorsal (“where”) pathway. The ventral pathway takes major
part of the signals from the P cells in the retina, via the
P channel in LGN, and goes through the cortical regions
V1, V2, V4, PIT, CIT, AIT. The dorsal pathway takes major
part of the signals from the M cells in the retina, via the M
channel in LGN and goes through the cortical regions V1,
V2, MT, LIP, MST, VIP, and further on. It was suggested
(see, e.g., Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982 [14] ) that the ventral
pathway is mainly responsible for the form and color of
objects and the dorsal pathway mainly processes information
about motion and position.
B. Where-What Network
1) Introduction: The Where-What Networks (WWN) are
a general purpose visuomotor networks for detecting and
recognizing objects from complex backgrounds. They loosely
model the dorsal and ventral pathways of the biological
visuomotor system. They learn by integrating both the topdown context and the bottom-up sensory input about an
object of interest that appears in the receptive ﬁeld.
2) Architecture: In previous versions, each network has a
single sensory area, intuitively called Occipital Lobe (OL),
the what-motor area (also called TM) and the where-motor
area (also called LM). Shown in Fig. 1, from the area OL,
the visual information stream splits into two streams, one
arriving at TM in the frontal area for the object’s recognition,
the other arriving LM in the frontal area for the object’s
location.
In the network, there exist two types of connections. One
is the local connection between the input image and the area
OL. The other is the global connection between the area
OL and the motor areas. This local-global pattern makes the

Fig. 1.

The previous architecture of WWN

neurons in area OL type speciﬁc and location speciﬁc, while
the ones in TM are type speciﬁc and location invariant, and
the ones in LM are location speciﬁc and type invariant.
3) Characteristics: The characteristics of WWN are:
(1) The architecture of the network is biology-inspired,
modeling the two streams of the visuomoter system.
(2) Each internal area has two types of input: top-down
and bottom-up. The top-down input comes from the motor,
corresponding to goals, representing an action. The bottomup input comes from the sensor, corresponding to sensory
evidence. So, a neuron’s pre-response is a measure of goodness of match between its weights and the two inputs. These
two inputs are both normalized before computing the match.
(3) The Lobe Component Analysis (LCA) [18], [8] is
the core learning algorithm, which has dual optimality: best
representation for area’s input space and best estimation of
representation through different learning times. The former
means the smallest expected error in representation. The
latter means the smallest expected error from the starting
time up to the current time, among all the possible estimators,
under some regularity conditions.
(4) An WNN has a general-purpose, task-nonspeciﬁc
developmental program that is capable of detecting and
recognizing objects or pattern from complex backgrounds.
(5) Within each area, the competition mechanism allows
only few neurons to ﬁre. Those ﬁring neurons are considered
as the working memory, while others are considered the longterm memory this time. So the roles of the working memory
and long-term memory are dynamic as they change over time.
C. Receptive ﬁeld
In the early visual system, receptive ﬁelds of cells in one
cortical area are determined by input from cells in earlier
areas of the visual system (e.g., [5]). Neuroanatomical studies
[4], [3] conﬁrmed that neurons in early areas have small
receptive ﬁelds and those in later areas have larger receptive
ﬁelds. Each area has connections directly to motor areas as
illustrated in Fig. 3(b). It is true that each also connects
with immediate previous and next areas, such neighboring
connections probably allow intermediate invariance but are
not a subject of study in this work. We believe that the direct
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connections from each area with the retinal area and with the
motor area are more fundamental for the purpose of modeling
and understanding. These direct connections are the main
focus in this work.
In the architecture of WWN-5, each sensory area Yi has a
different range of default receptive ﬁeld. The more sensory
areas the WWN-5 has, the more speciﬁc in the range of
receptive ﬁeld of each area. If we model WWN-5 to have a
single area Y , the Y must contain neurons for all possible
receptive ﬁelds of all scales. Such a single Y area is not
clear for our discussion and analysis because of the lack of
internal structure.

interactions with the environment. Compared with previous
versions of WWNs, the new components are as follows:
a) More than one internal area: For the scale of the
objects is not ﬁxed, the network needs more internal areas to
detect objects of different scales, just as we discussed above.
b) Adding an internal frontal area Yf : When the network uses top-k mechanism for the ﬁring of neurons in
every Yi area, there are 5k neurons ﬁring all together, as
i = 1, 2, ..., 5. So a mechanism is needed to allow only few
neurons to ﬁre in all sensory areas so as to pay attention
to these few neurons, instead of top neurons in every area.
An internal frontal area Yf corresponds to a global top-k
mechanism.
c) Adding a motor area: The network adds a motor
area, SM, which reports the scales of attended foreground
objects. Fig. 3 (a) shows the architecture.
In summary, an WWN-5 contains four types of areas: a retinal area X, some internal sensory areas
Yi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, an internal frontal area Yf , and three
motor areas TM, LM and SM.
A. The retinal area X
The retinal area X stores the input image. It contains
not only the objects of interest, but also the background,
the irrelevant part. The retinal area dose not compute image
contrast normalization.
B. The internal sensory areas Yi

Fig. 2.

The local input ﬁelds of neurons

Neurons in a sensory area Yi , i = 1, 2, ..., 5, have different
receptive ﬁelds but a similar scale. Fig. 2 shows the local
receptive ﬁeld of each neuron. If the input area is the sensory
image, the bottom up input ﬁeld is the same as the bottom-up
receptive ﬁeld.
The shape of the default receptive ﬁeld is an octagon,
with corners of the squares in Fig. 2 cut. Such an octagon
shape can only approximate the shape of a curved contour
of an object (e.g. a cat). Therefore, the octagon shape will
inevitably include some pixels that belong to the background,
instead of only the foreground object. The ﬁne turning of the
shape of the receptive ﬁeld is done through synaptic Hebbian
learning since background pixels tend to be ”averaged” out
by the corresponding synapse to be a mean. As each input
patch to a neuron is pre-normalized to have a zero mean
across the input patch, each background pixel tends to be
average to a nearly aero value. Thus, the corresponding
synapse that falls out of the corresponding appearance of
a foreground object is nearly zero. This effect tends to
minimize the contribution of a background pixel to the top
winner neuron.
III. N ETWORK A RCHITECTURE
Scale, another concept in addition to the concepts type
and location, is also learned in WWN-5 through the direct

The internal sensory areas Yi i = 1, 2, ..., 5 compute the
match with the receptive window and the top-down part.
From Y1 to Y5 , the later area is for a larger object. In
the version of separated sensory areas, each neuron in Yi
i = 1, 2, ..., 5 has a bottom-up connection from the retinal
area X with a receptive ﬁeld scale Ri and a top-down
connection from the internal frontal area Yf .
TABLE I
T HE PARAMETERS OF RESOURCES
Areas

R

h

w

d

B-input

T-input

X

-

38

38

1

-

-

-

Y1

11

28

28

3

X

Yf

11

Y2

15

24

24

3

X

Yf

15

Y3

19

20

20

3

X

Yf

19

Y4

23

16

16

3

X

Yf

23

Y5

27

12

12

3

X

Yf

27

Scale

The parameters of the computational resources of WWN
are provided in Table I, each neuronal area consists of
h × w × d feature neurons in its integration layer, where d
is the depth of stack of neurons. B-input and T-input denote
the bottom-up and top-down inputs, respectively.
C. The internal frontal area Yf
Before branching to three motor areas TM, LM and
SM, the network has an internal frontal area Yf . It has
connections to all earlier sensory areas. When every sensory
area competes to ﬁre, it has its own winners in the respective
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Fig. 3. The architecture of WWN-5. (a) is the functional diagram of the model. It contains three subsystems depicted in dashed line squares from left to
right. (b) is the detail of the intermediate-level subsystem. It depicts the relationships and the connections between the retinal area and sensory areas (in
this version, the connections between sensory areas are removed, and will be further researched in the later version).

area. But, only neurons in one area can ﬁre, not every area.
This is realized by the frontal areas Yf . It uses global top-k
mechanism to ﬁnd the true winners of the current context.
The internal frontal area Yf determines the global winner, so
that the winner updates its the corresponding weight vector
and age.

D. The motor areas TM, LM and SM
Neurons in three motor areas correspond to top-down
attention. If certain pattern is presented in one of the motor
areas, TM, LM, SM, the pattern represents the category of
information to be referred. Due to Hebbian learning, each
neuron in a motor area connects with all neurons in Yf
each of which corresponds to a location-scale-type case.
Each motor neuron only represents a particular value of the
corresponding concept (location, type or scale). For example,
the scale neuron representing scale 15 only connects with
neurons in Yf that ﬁred when scale 15 (and scales that are
near 15 than 11 and 19). Such connections are established
automatically during motor supervised learning through the
Hebbian mechanism: a synapse is zero unless the presynaptic and post-synaptic neurons have ﬁred at the same
time.
Because of the top-1 competition, only one neuron ﬁres
after the competition. Therefore, the ﬁring neurons in sensory
areas and the frontal area are location speciﬁc, type speciﬁc
and scale speciﬁc. This allows the subsequent motor neurons
to learn the desired invariance based on probability based
logic-OR like operations. Every neuron in the area TM is
type speciﬁc, location invariant and scale invariant. Every
neuron in the area LM is location speciﬁc, type invariant
and scale invariant. Every neuron in the area SM is scale
speciﬁc, type invariant and location invariant.

IV. N ETWORK C OMPUTATION
A. Contrast soft-normalization for the input x
The bottom-up input X performs the contrast normalization. Next, we would like to subtract the mean across all
pixels in each input x from each pixel.
However, this has a problem with an all-constant vector
(e.g. an all gray image, or all zero motor vector). Thus, we
add to the denominator a small value as the standard deviation of quantization error which served as the normalized
mean so that the value is small enough but not completely
zero.
Supposing that at each time tn , the input patch to each
neuron x ∈ Rd , x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xd ), has a minimum pixel
value 0 and maximum pixel value 1. Find the mean error
¯ of the digitization error. If each pixel value has 256
intensity values, the mean quantization error  is assumed
to uniformly distributed over [−δ/2,
√ δ/2] with δ = 1/256.
¯2 = Eσ 2 = δ 2 /12. Thus, ¯ = δ/ 12.
Compute the mean of input patch x incrementally:
(1) Initializing:
m = 0 and i = 1.
(2) Computing the mean incrementally:
while i ≤ d, do
m ← ((n − 1)m + xi )/n

and

i←i+1

(1)

(3) Adding a small perturbation:
m ← m − ¯

(2)

(4) Do the -mean substraction:
xi ← xi − m,

i = 1, 2, ...d

(3)

While avoiding an all-zero vector.
We can prove:
Ex = ¯u

(4)
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Where u is a vector whose components are all one.
The new value of each pixel is such that the minimum in
each new x is bounded below by −1 + ¯ and bounded above
by 1 + ¯.

Those ﬁring neurons need to learn and update their weights
and ages. Using the dually optimal Hebbian learning, the
weight v(tn ) is:
tn − 1 − μ(tn )
1 + μ(tn ) 
v(tn−1 ) +
r (tn )x(tn )
tn
tn
(7)
Where r (tn ) is the response of the input x(tn ). μ(tn ) is
the amnesic function depending on tn , tn is the winning
times for the winning neurons, or the ages. The Amnesic
function μ(tn ) tracks the dynamic change in the statistical
distribution of inputs. It is scheduled by:
 0
if tn < n1
c(tn − n1 )/(n2 − n1 ) if n1 ≤ tn ≤ n2
μ(tn ) =
c + (tn − n2 )/l
if n2 < tn
(8)
Where the parameters is deﬁned as: n1 = 20, n2 = 200,
c = 2, l = 2000 in our implementation. And the age ai
is incremented: ai ← ai + 1, where i is the number of the
ﬁring neuron. All neurons that do not ﬁre keep their weight
vector and age unchanged.
The derivation of (7) and (8) is discussed in [17].
v(tn ) =

B. Computation for neurons
For every input patch into each neuron, (not entire input
image), it is required to conduct the above -mean normalization, as in (1), (2) and (3). But for the neurons’ weights (e.g.,
the vx below), the network does not need to conduct -mean
normalization as each synapse vector is an amnesic mean of
their respective inputs that have been -mean normalized.
For multiple motor areas, each motor area should conduct
individual  mean normalization so that each motor area has
an -mean.
The goodness of match for each neuron with weight vector
vx is measured by the pre-action potential:
r = r(vx , x, vz , z, α, β) = α

C. Weight adaptation

x
vz
z
vx
·
+β
·
(5)
vx  x
vz  z

Where α + β = 1. And x is the input corresponding to
the weight vector vx , and z is the input corresponding to the
weight vector vz . The pre-action potential contains two parts:
one is the bottom-up input, coming from the sensor; the other
is the top-down input,coming from the motor,mainly for the
preferred action.
The response for each neuron is determined by a topk mechanism. The top-k mechanism is a highly nonlinear
mechanism. After the processing of the top-k mechanism,
the responses of neurons besides the top-1 neuron are partly
or fully inhibited (when k = 1).
At each time tn , n = 1, 2, 3, ..., the pre-action potential
values of the c neurons are ri , i = 1, 2, ..., c. First, rank the
values. After ranking, they are in order: r1 ≥ r2 ≥ ... ≥ rc .
Then, do as follows:

ri (ri − rk+1 )/(r1 − rk+1 ) if 1 ≤ i ≤ k

ri =
(6)
0
otherwise
Where ri  is the response value of a neuron.
We can see from (6), besides the top-k neurons, the
response values of other neurons are zero, so they are fully
inhibited. The top-k neurons are partly inhibited except the
top-1 neuron.
In the network, these response values are used for learning
and updating the weights. The top-k mechanism makes the
extent of updating weights different. That is, only the winners
can update and the updating is more slightly if the response
value is smaller.
By the top-k mechanism, only k neurons can ﬁre. Those
ﬁring neurons correspond to best matched vectors for the
current neuronal input and are considered as the working
memory for the current input. Other neurons in the layer are
considered as the long-term memory for the current input.

D. WWN algorithm
During ”prenatal” learning, the c neurons of Y need to
initialize their synaptic vectors V = (v1 , v2 , ..., vc ) and the
ﬁring ages A = (a1 , a2 , ..., ac ). Each synaptic vector vi is
initialized using the input pair pi = (xi , zi ), i = 1, 2, ..., c,
at the ﬁrst several time instances. Each ﬁring age ai is
initialized to be zero, i = 1, 2, ..., c.
After ”birth”, at each time instant, each area Y , which is
either X, Yi , i = 1, 2, ..., 5, LM, SM, or TM, computes its
response r from its input p = (x, z) based on its adaptive
part N = (V, A), updates N to N’:
(r , N  ) = fY (x, z, N )

(9)

Where fY is the area function described above. The vector
x contains all the inputs from earlier areas. The vector z
contains all the the inputs from later areas.
In summary, the WWN Algorithm is:
(1) Every area initializes its adaptive part N = (V, A).
(2) Do the following two steps repeatedly forever while
interacting with the external environment. They are:
(a) All areas computes: (r , N’) = fY (x, z, N).
(b) All areas replace: N ← N’ and r ← r  , but the
environment may alter part of x and z.
V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
All existing methods fall into two types of categories: (1)
symbolic — those that use handpicked symbolic concepts for
each component in the system; and (2) emergent — those
neural networks that do not require humans to handcraft
static meanings of the internal neurons. The WWN series
is unique for the capability of detecting and recognizing
objects from complex backgrounds modulated by learned
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concepts, location, scale, and type. In (1), all systems cannot
learn concepts that the programmer is not aware of. For
example, each object must have a handcrafted model. In (2),
there have been no other neural networks that have such a
capability. So, it is inappropriate to experimentally compare
their performances since their conditions and capabilities are
very different.
Each input sample into the network contained one
foreground superimposed over a natural background.
The background patches were 38 × 38 in scale,
and selected from 13 natural images, available from
http://www.cis.hut.ﬁ/projects/ica/imageica/. The foregrounds
were selected from the MSU 25-Objects data set. They
contain objects rotating in depth. The foregrounds were
placed in the background so that the gray background was
replaced by complex background. The ﬁve classes of the
objects used in the experiments were shown in Fig. 4: pig,
turtle, truck, dog and tiger. There were ﬁve scales (11 × 11,
15 × 15, 19 × 19, 23 × 23, 27 × 27) for every class. They
were the same objects for every class, only different in
scales. Fig. 5 shows some examples of the training images.
Four groups of experiments were designed to show the
performance of the model.
The training set consisted of composite foreground and
background images, with one foreground per image. We
trained every possible training foreground at every possible
location (pixel-speciﬁc) for each epoch. We observe the
performance for each epoch. For testing the performance of
the network, the foregrounds were tested in a free-viewing
mode (no signals from motor areas).

A. Group 1: sufﬁcient resource
In this group of experiments, the training foregrounds set
consisted of three classes (pig, turtle and truck), and the
testing foreground set was the same as the training. So the
number of the training instances was: 3 (classes) × 5 (scales)
= 15 at every location. The location number was different for
different object scales.
After training, we tested every possible testing foreground
at every possible location. There were 3 (classes) × 5 (scales)
= 15 different testing samples.
There were a total of (38−11+1)2 +(38−15+1)2 +(38−
19 + 1)2 + (38 − 23 + 1)2 + (38 − 27 + 1)2 = 2129 locations.
The total number of classes dealt with by each network was
3 (classes) × 2129 (locations) = 6,387 classes. Not small.
As there were only 3 neurons at each location in a sensory
area, and 3 training object views, the WWN was 0% short
of resources to memorize all the foreground objects. So the
model worked in a case of sufﬁcient resource. However,
background pixels ”leak” into the input.
From the results as reported in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, we can see
the network learned very fast, reaching near ﬁnal result in the
ﬁrst epoch. The networks showed a nearly perfect error-free
performance for sufﬁcient resource.

B. Group 2: limited resource
In this group of experiments, the training foregrounds set
consisted of ﬁve classes (pig, turtle, truck, dog and tiger),
and the testing foregrounds set was the same as the training
set. So the number of the training instances was: 5 (classes)
× 5 (scales) = 25 at every location.
After training, we tested every possible testing foreground
at every possible location. There were 5 (classes) × 5 (scales)
= 25 different testing samples.
The total number of classes dealt with by each network
was 5 (classes) × 2129 (locations) = 10,645 classes.
To simulate a shortage of neuronal resource relative to
the input variability, we used a small network, ﬁve classes
of objects, with samples of 5 scales, and many different
natural backgrounds. As there were only 3 neurons at each
location in a sensory area, but 5 training object views, the
WWN was 2/5 = 40% short of resources to memorize all
the foreground objects. Each sensory neuron must deal with
various misalignment between an object and its receptive
ﬁeld, simulating a more realistic resource situation.
From the results as reported in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, we can
see that networks also learned very fast, giving nearly ﬁnal
accuracy after nearly one epoch see. After 10 epochs of
practice, the type accuracy rate reached over 98%, an average
location error around 0.5 pixels and the scale accuracy over
99%.
C. Group 3: only one sensory area Y
For this group of the experiments, we changed the architecture of the model, in which we only allowed one
sensory area Y to memorize objects of different scales. The
foregrounds set was the same as Group 2. The results showed
a comparatively bad performance using only one Y area.
After 10 epochs of practice, the type accuracy rate reached
only 40%, an average location error around 4 pixels and the
scale accuracy about 35%. Therefore, the default receptive
scales in every Yi area was truly useful.
D. Group 4: rotation testing
For this group of the experiments, three training views and
two testing views were selected for each of the ﬁve classes.
The classes and within-class variations of the foregrounds
can be seen in Fig. 6.
In the training process, there were 5 (classes) × 3 (training
objects views) × 2129 (locations) = 31,935 different training
instances.
For testing, there were 5 (classes) × 2 (testing objects
views) × 2129 (locations) = 21,290 different testing samples.
Both the training and testing sets used the same 5 object
classes, but different object viewing angles. As there were
only 3 neurons at each location in a sensory area, but 15
training object views, the WWN was 4/5 = 80% short of
resources to memorize all the object features.
From the results as reported in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, we can see
after 10 epochs of practice, a correct disjoint classiﬁcation
rate reached around 90%, an average location error around
2.1 pixels and the scale accuracy around 93%.
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Fig. 4. The objects of ﬁve classes used in the experiments: pig, turtle,
truck, dog and tiger. Five scales (11 × 11, 15 × 15, 19 × 19, 23 × 23,
27 × 27) of objects were used.

Recognition rates

Fig. 10. The neurons’ type-concept representation map in sensory area Y1 ,using top-1 winning rule, disjoint test, in the free-viewing mode. It had an
array of cells, each representing a Y1 neuron (28 rows, 28 columns, depths 1 to 3 corresponding to the thickness of a cortical layer). In each cell, the area
of a color was proportional to the corresponding probability of the type. If all the neurons were type-pure, all the cells had a single color. As the sensory
areas had a limited number of neurons, these neurons were not all type-concept pure.
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Fig. 5.

Some examples of the training images.
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The type accuracy through different epochs
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Fig. 8.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. The foregrounds used in the experiment of Group 4. (a) Three
training views of objects used in training process. (b) Two testing views of
objects used in testing process.

The scale accuracy through different epochs

Experiments of Group 1 vs. Group 2 showed the reason
of the model’s non-perfect performance was the limited
resource, but the performance is impressive. Experiments
of Group 2 vs. Group 3 showed the architecture of more
sensory areas was a key of the scale invariance for the model.
Experiments of Group 4 showed that our architecture could
deal with object variations, within-class and between-classes.
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The error distance through different epochs

Fig. 10 showed the neurons’ type-concept representation
map in sensory area Y1 , using top-1 winning rule, disjoint
test, in the free-viewing mode. It had an array of cells, each
representing a Y1 neuron (28 rows, 28 columns, depths 1 to 3
corresponding to the depth of a cortical layer). In each cell,
the area of a color was proportional to the corresponding
probability of the type. If all the neurons were type-pure, all
the cells had a single color. As the sensory areas had a limited
number of neurons, these neurons were not completely typeconcept pure.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
A. Discussion
In the current version WWN-5, the internal Yi areas are
separate — they do not connect with each other. This is
motivated by the computational efﬁciency and simpliﬁcation
of understanding.
Connections between different Yi areas should not improve
the performance based on our current training data, as
different scales of foregrounds are not statistically related
at all.
Future work will include cases where different sensory areas are signiﬁcantly related, which is the case when concepts
learned correspond to such statistical relations. Examples
include local learned concepts (parts, e.g., eyes) support
the global concepts (the whole, e.g., face); and the global
concepts support the local concepts. We will also investigate
whether the current architecture can deal with such cases and
why.
In the current version, the scales of the objects are limited
and discontinuous (e.g., 11 × 11, 15 × 15, 19 × 19, 23 × 23,
27 × 27 in our experiments). We will extend to continuous
real-object scales.
B. Conclusion
The work here provides the framework for a generalpurpose developmental program (DP) that is capable of
learning a variety of concepts: location, type, and scale in
complex backgrounds. Although the type concept here in
the experiments is about the object category, in principle
the type can represent other concepts, such as living things
vs. nonliving things, viewing angle, lighting direction, usage,

price, etc. The number of samples needed for such properties
is a subject of study in the future. While the Hebbian-learning
can handle limited object (within-class and between-class)
variations, as reported in the experiments. The unique notion of Autonomous Development make the algorithm tasknonspeciﬁc — a fundamental difference from other symbolic
approaches. The advances over other neural networks lie in
concept learning and concept-based top-down processing.
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